nn;: SOUTHW~ST WORK~D ITS MAGIC on a Connecticut couple during a first visit two decades ago.
Lured by the sunsets, the people, the golf and the
outdoor lifestyle, they kept coming back, eventually
buying their own place in the sun.
Although they hunted hard, they never found a
house they loved. They did, however, learn a few
things along the way. They discovered one north
Scottsdale community in particular to their liking,
and realized that the homes that caught their eye
were mostly "variations of Southwest adobe, and
most were designed by Lee Hutchison."
So, when alot in the community became available,
"We jumped on it," the two say. "After taking one
look at the Pinnacle Peak view, we knew we wanted
to build our house around that view. We contacted
Lee, and he made our dream home a reality."
The architect, a Phoenix Home & Garden Master of the Southwest, designed what he describes as
organic Pueblo architecture, with walls that flow
both vertically and horizontally, and details that
point the eye toward the north Scottsdale landmark.
"They wanted to walk through the front door and

see Pinnacle Peak," he says of the homeowners.
"That's where the design started. Now, all the way
from the floor tiles to the windows to the ceiling
beams, everything points to Pinnacle Peak."
To help with interior furnishings and finishes,
the couple enlisted Paula Den Boer, also a Phoenix Home & Garden Master of the Southwest.
"We wanted the interiors to harmonize with and
complement the organic adobe architectural details
without detracting from the incredible views," the
homeowners recall. "We wanted it to be comfortable, not garish. We wanted it to be an easy place to
live, not fragile." Neutral colors, tactile fabrics, flowing furnishings, and such earthy, organic materials
as flagstone, granite, plaster, clay tile and wood help
create a casual, comfortable home, Den Boer says.
Over the course of four years, the homeowners
made decisions from 2,000 miles away, taking
monthly trips West to meet with the team and
check on their home's progress. "We had never
built a house before, so the house in Arizona was a
huge undertaking for us," they admit. Once it was
complete and the hard work over, they embarked
on a new mission.
"We picked out all the artwork," the couple
explains. "We have taken advantage of the Scottsdale art environment. It's been really fun getting to
know the artists personally, and it's important to
us." The pair considers themselves "appreciators"
rather than collectors, and their finds range from
ceramic vessels to oil paintings to bronze sculpture.
"It's a big house with a lot of niches and walls and
shelves," the wife says. "The artwork brings everything together. Artwork is the icing. Luckily, there
are still walls to put more art, so that part is not over.
I don't think we'll ever stop looking for art."

Left: Massive vigas lend
visual impact and create a
"statement of entry" into
the courtyard, says architect Lee Hutchison.
Opposite: In the bar area,
the home's organic theme
is conveyed via an earthy
adobe wall, durable flagstone flooring, a curving
underlit onyx bar top
edged with mesquite, and
a custom overhead light
fixture featuring mica pendants suspended from a
curved iron support.
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Opposite: "They're phenomenal,"
says interior
designer Paula Den Boer of the vigas flanking the
opening to the dining room. "They measure 30
inches around and have great character." I=looring
is reclaimed oak; the iron chandelier uses both real
and electric candles.

Above: In the living room, a scalloped ceiling is
accented with vigas. Furnishings are casual and
comfortable, while regional artwork speaks to the
owners' interests. The piano-shaped
coffee table is
made from old wood.
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"We wanted it to be
comfortable,

not garish.

We wanted it to be an
easy place to live, not fragile"

Above: The day accent tiles in the casita
shower are "very special, and rare," says
Paula Den Boer. "They came from Mexico
and are hand-painted and hand-fired. It took
a while to get them in the patterns and colors
we wanted."
Left: A high, groin-vaulted ceiling and rich
Venetian plaster walls wash the powder room
in drama. The terra-cotta tile backsplash and
granite vessel sink add organic notes. The
wood carving in the niche is by Dave Barkby.
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Right: The master bed-

room is a calming,
uncluttered retreat,
with a little drama up
above. Scalloped ploster arches in a fan
shape converge over
the bed, where indirect
lighting built into niches
emits a soft glow.
See Sources.

